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Abstract
Bayesian networks more and more become the framework of choice for modeling uncertainty in industrial
applications, in particular dynamic variants that model events over time. These networks, however, cannot
deal well with systems in which events take place on different time granularities, e.g., when the time scale
of such processes varies from seconds to months. We investigate the possible use of probabilistic logics,
in particular CP-logic, to reason with uncertainty under different time scales.
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Introduction

In many industrial applications an increasing emphasis is put on models of the system or artifact that is to
be constructed, e.g., for simulation purposes, in model predictive control, or to generate what-if scenarios.
Given the often overwhelming complexity of the system under consideration, these models should be able to
deal with uncertainty, both stemming from the environment and the exact dynamics of the physical processes
that take place within the system. From an architectural point of view it is desirable to have models that are
adaptable and maintainable: it should not be necessary to construct an entire new model for every small
change in the system. Also it is desirable to avoid redundancy: it is in general not preferable to have
multiple overlapping models, each modeling a small subpart of the system’s behavior or a slightly different
variant of the system. This is in particular relevant when modeling processes that are related, but occur on
different timescales.
In this paper we investigate the possible use of probabilistic logic to construct dynamical models that are
capable of reasoning with uncertainty, are maintainable and adaptable, and are able to reason with different
time granularities. Our case study is the design of heavy-duty industrial printers. In these printers, many
uncertain factors play a role: the ambient temperature and humidity, the exact chemical characteristics of the
paper and the toner, the efficiency and precision of the components that are used, and so on. Some processes
take seconds - like transferring heat from a heating lamp to a rubber belt - while other are measured in
months or years, like the effect of dust accumulation or deterioration of components.
In the last decades, Bayesian networks have become one of the dominant means to model systems
that need to deal with uncertainty, in domains as diverse as medical applications [11, 17, 19], traffic [21],
environmental [7] or meteorological [10] predictions, but also increasingly in industrial applications [14, 5,
8]. Bayesian networks intuitively model the (in-)dependencies between stochastic variables, yet are limited
in their expressive power as they are based on propositional variables and the algebras spanning them. In
problem domains where we want to reason with predicates or quantifiers (as in first-order logic), these
constraints limit the usage of Bayesian networks.
Probabilistic languages can be seen as a natural generalization of both predicate logic and Bayesian
networks. In the context of this paper we work with CP-logic [18] as our language of choice. Using a case
study that stems from the use and modeling of large-scale printers, we show how a probabilistic language
(as CP-logic) can be used in industrial applications in situations where the expressive power of Bayesian

networks is too limited. In particular, we focus on situations where we want to reason about processes that
have vastly different time granularities such that the use of Dynamic or Temporal Bayesian networks is
impractical.
In the remainder of this paper, we will introduce notation and give an introduction on Bayesian networks
and CP-logic in Section 2 and discuss alternative approaches to reasoning with different time granularities
in Section 3. We introduce our case study of the use of probabilistic logic in heavy-duty printers in Section
4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
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Preliminaries

In this section we briefly introduce Bayesian networks and CP-logic as one of the possible generalizations
of the concepts used in Bayesian networks.

2.1

Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network [13, 9] B is a graphical structure that models a set of stochastic variables, the (in-)
dependencies among these variables, and a joint probability distribution over these variables. B includes a
directed acyclic graph G = (V, A), modeling the variables and (in-) dependencies in the network, and a
set of parameter probabilities Γ in the form of conditional probability tables (CPTs), capturing the strengths
of
Qnthe relationships between the variables. The network models a joint probability distribution Pr(V) =
i=1 Pr(vi | π(Vi )) over its variables, where π(V ) denotes the parents of V in G.
We will use upper case letters to denote individual nodes in the network, upper case bold letters to denote
sets of nodes, lower case letters to denote value assignments to nodes, and lower case bold letters to denote
joint value assignments to sets of nodes. We will use E to denote a set of evidence nodes, i.e., a set of
nodes for which a particular joint value assignment is observed, and e to denote a particular observation.
Every (posterior) probability of interest in Bayesian networks can be computed using well known lemmas
| H)Pr(H)
), marginalization (Pr(H) =
in probability theory, like Bayes’ theorem (Pr(H | E) = Pr(E Pr(E)
P
Qn
gi Pr(H ∧ G = gi )), and the property that Pr(V) =
i=1 Pr(vi | π(Vi )).

2.2

CP-logic

CP-logic [18] relates causal probabilistic events with logic programming, and can be seen as a generalization
of Bayesian networks in order to allow them to reason with predicates, or, alternatively, as an extension to
predicate logic in order to allow for stochastic rules and facts. Its building block is a so-called CP-event:
a statement of the formP(p1 : α1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (pn : αn ) ← φ, where pi are ground atoms, αi are non-zero
probabilities such that
αi ≤ 1, and φ is a first-order sentence in predicate logic. Intuitively, φ causes
an event whose effect that at most one of the properties pi becomes true, with probability αi . If φ has a
deterministic (rather than stochastic) effect, we simply write p ← φ as in traditional predicate logic.
The following example (taken from [18]) describes that pneumonia and angina may cause each other
(with varying probabilities) and a bacterial infection can cause either pneumonia and angina.
Example 2.1.
(Angina : 0.2) ←

(Pneumonia : 0.3) ←

(Pneumonia : 0.4) ∨ (Angina : 0.1) ←

Pneumonia.

(1)

Angina.

(2)

Infection.

(3)

Universal and existential quantifiers can be used to represent sets of events for all ground terms in the
vocabulary. For example, when the constants {John, Mary} are part of the vocabulary, the non-ground rule
∀x(Angina(x) : 0.2) ←
abbreviates the two CP-events

Pneumonia(x).

(4)

{Inf}

event (3)
0.4

{Inf, Pn}
event (1)

0.2

{Inf, Pn, Ang}
0.08

0.5

{Inf}
0.5

0.8

{Inf, Pn}
0.32

0.1

{Inf, Ang}
event (2)
0.3

{Inf, Ang, Pn}
0.03

0.7

{Inf, Ang}
0.07

Figure 1: A process tree T corresponding to the events in Example 2.1 when an infection is encountered.
The infection may or may not cause pneumonia or angina; pneumonia may cause angina and vice versa.
The numbered events correspond to the events in Example 2.1

(Angina(John) : 0.2) ←

(Angina(Mary) : 0.2) ←

Pneumonia(John).

(5)

Pneumonia(Mary).

(6)

As a semantics, CP-logic uses tree structures whose edges are labeled with probabilities; each node in
the tree corresponds to a state in the domain, i.e., each node V is mapped to a Herband interpretation I(V )
using some interpretation function I. The combination of such a tree and the corresponding interpretation
(called a probabilistic Σ-process T ) now defines a probability distribution π over the final states that can
be inferred. As an example we construct in Figure 1 a process T for the events in Example 2.1. Note that
a problem may have different process trees defining the same probability distribution, for example if there
are multiple events than can happen at a particular time; different orders of the events occurring will lead to
different trees. Using this process tree it can be computed that the distribution π equals ({Inf, Pn, Ang} =
0.11, {Inf, Pn} = 0.32, {Inf, Ang} = 0.07, {Inf} = 0.5).
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Alternative Approaches

Combining reasoning with uncertainty with temporal relations has been investigated from different angles.
Here we review some alternative approaches to the problem sketched in the introduction, in particular models
of dynamic and/or temporal reasoning in statistics in general and Bayesian networks in particular.
Event history analysis[1, 20] is a technique often used to model the effects of significant events on the
subject or topic of study. In psychology (when studying a human subject), events may be e.g. marriage,
becoming a parent, or job entry and exit. In management sciences (when studying a company), events
may be the appointment of a new CEO, a reorganization, or the merging of two companies. Event history
analysis offers a statistical means of computing probability distributions of some event happening over time;
however, event history analysis is focused on particular events and is less suitable when there are gradual
changes and different time granularities as in our heavy-duty printer case study.
Temporal and Dynamic Bayesian networks [4, 3, 6, 2] use, like event history analysis, survival functions
to model the probability that Q is in state q at time t + 1, given that it was in that state at time t; in addition,
exogenous and endogenous dynamic dependences can be modeled. Typically a Dynamic Bayesian network
consists of two time slices, the first one depicting the prior distribution at t0 and the second one depicting
the dependences (both exogenous and endogenous) of tn on tn−1 and within tn . A major drawback of this
approach is that the finest time granularity on which events occur determines the time scale of the slices; this
is also present in other approaches like [15] that do not use multiple time slices to model dynamic effects.
Recent approaches that combine probabilistic logic with dynamics, like [16] also suffer from this problem.
Continuous time Bayesian networks [12] are based on conditional Markov processes. Rather than conditional probabilities a conditional intensity matrix (CIM) is associated with each variable, that models the
x
probability of transition of a particular state qix to a state qij
given a joint value assignment to its parents.

Using CIMs one is able to use continuous (rather than discrete) time, model endogenous changes (independent of particular events in the problem domain), and reason on different time scales. However, the
endogenous changes are limited to exponential decay and while it is possible to specify processes on different timescales, one still needs to choose a uniform time unit to predict the transition time. For example,
if one wants to model two independent effects, one happening on a second scale and the other one a month
scale, the time unit is in seconds; if we expect that a transition from q1 to q2 in six months, we have a
probability of remaining in q1 in the next second of approximately 0.99999993675. These probabilities are
both hard to interpret and prone to rounding errors in the inference stage.

4

Case study: using CP-logic to model time granularity

In the processes that play a role in printing using a heavy-duty laser printer, effects can be measured on
different time scales. For example, the toner belt that carries the image must be heated in order for the toner
to fuse with the paper. This is done using the so-called Heating-On-Demand reflector (HOD). It will take
some time (in the order of tens of seconds) before applying power to the HOD will have an effect on the
temperature of the HOD. It will then take some time, in the order of seconds, before the toner belt gets
heated by the HOD. The effect of accumulating dust on the heater lamp, thus decreasing its productivity,
takes months. Typically, if we are interested in events that happen on the second-scale, we assume that the
HOD is heated immediately after applying power (i.e., in the same time slice) and that the effectivity of the
HOD is constant.
Of course, we can model these effects using different Bayesian networks and use the appropriate network
whenever we are interested in particular timescales. This has the obvious disadvantage that the consistency
between these models is lost, and if the properties of the machine change, multiple models need to be adjusted. This increases complexity and decreases maintainability of the models. If we choose to combine the
knowledge in one dynamic network, we need to choose the smallest common time scale for these processes,
i.e., the second range. Observe that there are 3.15 · 107 seconds per year; if we want to measure the effects
of dust accumulation in a year we would need to calculate data over 3.15 · 107 time slices. Furthermore, we
would suffer from both loss of precision and loss of meaning if we’d need to describe loss of effectivity due
to dust accumulation per second.
We suggest to use a different approach, namely to use CP-logic to encode the processes, including the
timescales on which they happen, instantiate the timescale on which we want to reason, and use the CPlogic inference mechanism to compute the probabilities of interest1 . In that way, we can use inference
on the time scale that is required, yet keep all the knowledge consistent. One approach could be to use
timescale-dependent influences between the variables in the network. This approach can be illustrated using
the following example, where the influence between the power applied to the HOD (PHOD ), its efficiency
(EHOD ), the resulting temperature of the HOD (THOD ), and the temperature of the toner belt (TBELT )
is modeled (Figure 2). Note that this figure shows static relations. Depending on the time scale we are
interested in (seconds or months), we can make the dynamic Bayesian networks in Figures 3 and 4.
In Figure 3 we illustrate the situation where we are interested in the effects of a temperature change of
the HOD on the temperature change on the toner belt. In T2 , the temperature of the toner belt is based on the
temperature of the toner belt in T1 and on the HOD temperature in T1 . At this time scale, we assume that
the HOD temperature immediately increases when power is admitted and that the effectivity of the lamp is
constant.
In Figure 4 we illustrate the situation where we are interested in long-term changes in the process due
to dust accumulation on the HOD lamp. We assume that the belt heating process is static at this time scale,
and we only model the effects of time on the HOD efficiency.
Of course we can describe the static behavior from Figure 2 in CP-logic as follows, using pX to denote
the (unspecified) probability of the CP-event X:
(PHOD : pPHOD ).
(EHOD : pEHOD ).
(THOD : pPHOD ,EHOD −THOD ) ← PHOD , EHOD .
(TBELT : pTHOD −TBELT )
← THOD .

(7)

1 Alternatively, one could compile this partially instantiated CP-logic program into a dynamic Bayesian network, and use appropriate
inference engines.
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THOD

TBELT

Figure 2: A Bayesian network depicting the relation between PHOD , EHOD , THOD , and TBELT
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T1 = 14 : 00 : 00

T2 = 14 : 00 : 01

Figure 3: When reasoning on the second scale, we assume that the effectivity of the HOD does not change

The dynamic network from Figure 3 can be described as:
(PHOD,t : pPHOD,t ).
(PHOD,t+1 : pPHOD,t+1 ).
(EHOD,t : pEHOD,t ).
(EHOD,t+1 : pEHOD,t+1 ).
(THOD,t : pPHOD,t ,EHOD,t −THOD,t )
← PHOD,t , EHOD,t .
(THOD,t+1 : pTHOD,t ,PHOD,t+1 ,EHOD,t+1 −THOD,t+1 ) ← THOD,t , PHOD,t+1 , EHOD,t+1 .
(TBELT,t : pTBELT,t ).
(TBELT,t+1 : pTBELT,t ,THOD,t −TBELT,t+1 )
← TBELT,t , THOD,t .

(8)

PHOD

PHOD

EHOD

EHOD

THOD

THOD

TBELT

TBELT

T1 = Jan. 2011

T2 = Feb. 2011

Figure 4: When reasoning on the month scale, we assume no temporal effect of temperature changes in the
HOD on the belt.

And the dynamic network from Figure 4 as:
(PHOD,t : pPHOD,t ).
(PHOD,t+1 : pPHOD,t+1 ).
(EHOD,t : pEHOD,t ).
(EHOD,t+1 : pEHOD,t −EHOD,t+1 )
(THOD,t : pPHOD,t ,EHOD,t −THOD,t )
(THOD,t+1 : pPHOD,t+1 ,EHOD,t+1 −THOD,t+1 )
(TBELT,t : pTHOD,t −TBELT,t )
(TBELT,t+1 : pTHOD,t+1 −TBELT,t+1 )

←
←
←
←
←

EHOD,t .
PHOD,t , EHOD,t .
PHOD,t+1 , EHOD,t+1 .
THOD,t .
THOD,t+1 .

(9)

But now, we are reusing a lot of information and we construct two models where we should have only one.
Using additional variables GSEC and GMONTH we can instantiate (i.e., add as a fact to the knowledge base)
whenever we want to reason on the second or month level. We can then describe both networks in one logic
program as follows:
(PHOD,t : pPHOD,t ).
(PHOD,t+1 : pPHOD,t+1 ).
(EHOD,t : pEHOD,t ).
(EHOD,t+1 : pEHOD,t+1 )
(EHOD,t+1 : pEHOD,t −EHOD,t+1 )
(THOD,t : pPHOD,t ,EHOD,t −THOD,t )
(THOD,t+1 : pTHOD,t ,PHOD,t+1 ,EHOD,t+1 −THOD,t+1 )
(THOD,t+1 : pPHOD,t+1 ,EHOD,t+1 −THOD,t+1 )
(TBELT,t : pTHOD,t −TBELT,t )
(TBELT,t+1 : pTBELT,t ,THOD,t −TBELT,t+1 )
(TBELT,t+1 : pTHOD,t+1 −TBELT,t+1 )

←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←

GSEC .
GMONTH , EHOD,t .
PHOD,t , EHOD,t .
(10)
GSEC , THOD,t , PHOD,t+1 , EHOD,t+1 .
GMONTH , PHOD,t+1 , EHOD,t+1 .
THOD,t .
GSEC , TBELT,t , THOD,t .
GMONTH , THOD,t+1 .

Using this approach, we do not need to maintain separate models for both timescales, while still being able to reason on different time scales. Note that it might be possible, at least in this small example,
to construct a combined dynamic Bayesian network with an additional variable TimeScale and adjust the
conditional probabilities of each variable that is affected by a change in timescale. However, this has several disadvantages: we increase the number of incoming arcs of a number of variables, thus increasing the
conditional probability table by an order of magnitude (probably also introducing problems when learning
the network from data) and we clutter the networks with meta-information that is not part of the domain
knowledge.

5

Conclusion

We investigated, using a case study relevant to heavy-duty printing, to what extent probabilistic logics as
CP-logic are able to model uncertain dynamic processes with vastly different time scales. CP-logic is well
suited to combine several related dynamic Bayesian networks, reasoning on the desired timescale by adding
a temporal variable to the knowledge base. This approach allows to maintain a single model, thus aiding to the maintainability of the system. The resulting logic program can either be run using a CP-logic
implementation, or translated to (multiple) dynamic Bayesian networks.
An extension to this idea may be to use probabilistic logics to model slightly different instances of
similar artifacts, e.g., printers with different finisher configurations. While these finishers (like staplers and
binders) typically have their own power supply, they do influence the printer behavior, e.g., by altering the
prior probabilities in the network. For example, when a book binder is attached to the printer, typically the
user will be printing relatively more on glossy and heavier paper. Using probabilistic logic may be used to
maintain a single model for many configurations, and aid to query such model with respect to properties that
hold for some or all configurations, using existential and universal quantifiers.
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